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Fionnuala Kearney 2018-10-18 A gorgeously romantic novel you will fall in love with and tell all your friends about!

Abdi Nazemian 2019-06-04 Stonewall Honor Book * A Time Magazine Best YA Book of All Time “A book for warriors, divas, artists, queens, individuals, activists, trend setters, and anyone searching for the
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Getting the book every story is a love story is not our way of challenging meanings. You could not imagine picking books section at leisure or learning from your associates to do them. It is an entirely new way to specifically find and read every story is a love story ebook online without difficulty to review them wherever you now.
Perfect Love Story
Natasha Madison 2018-01-07
Hailey
What do you do when you find out your whole life was a lie? That your husband really wasn’t your husband but someone else’s. That the vows you made to each other were simply empty promises. You pick up and move to the country to start fresh. When life hands you limes, you make sure you have tequila because your life is about to get stirred up.

Jensen
Married to my high school sweetheart, the best thing she gave me was my baby girl. But we weren’t enough for her. I wasn’t enough for her. The last thing I expected on my birthday was a Dear John letter, but that’s what I got when she upped and left. Now, it’s just me and my girl against the world till the new girl moves in next door. Is there such a thing as a perfect love story?

The Story of You and Me
Pamela DuMond 2013-10-22
Recommended for New Adult and Mature Young Adult Readers:

She's driven to save her life. He's haunted by breaking one. Some secrets are risky to share. But nothing's more powerful than falling in love...

Nineteen-year-old Sophie has the kind of hope that makes her do weird things—like leave her family and friends behind in her small hometown and travel thousands of miles to a strange city—Los Angeles. She didn’t plan on getting into the middle of a bar fight on the USCLA campus her first night in town. She didn’t want to be rescued by twenty-one-year-old Alejandro, the hottest guy she’s ever met. She has no time to fall for a guy because her stakes are high—life and death. Sophie is starting a promising, experimental USCLA Medical study that could heal her debilitating disease. But California’s filled with all kinds of alternative healers offering medical miracles. When she realizes on her own to find them, she quickly discovers that LA’s a tough city, with bad guys more than happy to take advantage of her. Like her new man, Alejandro.

Now, she’s up against alternative healers and the USCLA who wants her back. Sophie’s still on the run, but she’s got a new man and a new lease on life. Alejandro. Their journeys take them to sunny beaches, seedy hotels, campus hang-outs, gang-infested hoods, and celebrity parties. And she learns that healing doesn’t always come the way you think you need it. Sophie’s healing is six-foot-two-inches tall, has straight, dark eyes, and a solid chest that shelters her heart. She’s beautiful. Alejandro is a smart, gorgeous Alpha Boy with a killer sense of humor—Alejandro. As they fall in love, she realizes Alejandro isn’t your typical college party boy—she has a tragic past. And Alejandro isn’t the only one who keeps secrets.


The First Love Story
Bruce Feiler 2018-03-20
An exploration of the way Adam and Eve introduced the idea of love into the world, and how they continue to shape our deepest feelings about relationships, family, and togetherness. Since antiquity, Adam and Eve have stood at the center of every conversation about men and women. Yet instead of celebrating them, history has blamed them for bringing sin, death, and discord into the world. In this fresh retelling of their story, Bruce Feiler travels from the Garden of Eden in Iraq to the Sistine Chapel in Rome, discovering how Adam and Eve should be hailed as exemplars of a long-term, healthy, resilient relationship. From the dawn of time and over the strength of our social fabric, Feiler shows how human history’s first couple can again be role models for unity, forgiveness, and love.